The environmental noise, known as an additive noise, not only corrupts the spectra of speech signal hut also blurs the shape of energy contour. The corruption of energy contour can distort the energy derived feature and degrade the performance of pattem classification of noisy speech. To reduce the distortion of the energy feature, the energy bias in the energy contour has to be removed before the feature extraction. For the purpose, we propose two methods to estimate the noise energy; one is obtained from the speech inactive period, and one is from the noisy speech itself. The methods are evaluated by the connected digit recognition of TIDigits, in which the test speech is corrupted with the white noise, babble, factory noise, and in-car noises. As shown in the experiments, the energy enhancement can provide an additional improvement when it is jointly applied with a spectral subtraction. when the energy contour is extracted from the less CoNpted frequency band.
INTRODUCTION -,
The robustness of automatic speech recognition (ASR) in the noisy environment is a critical issue to many practical applications. For example, the performance of voice control in a cruising car may become unacceptable because of the high noise level. Many techniques have been proposed to improve enhancement are proposed. In section 4, the improvement on the speech recognition is demonstrated by the experimental results. Finally, a conclusion is given in section 5.
.
2.DISTORTION OF SPEECH ENERGY
the robustness of ASR, such as enhancing the test speech in the spectral domain or equalizing the feature distribution in the cepst" domain. The spectrum enhancement is proposed to remove the noise spectral bias from the input signal. Therefore, the noise spectrum estimation and the formulation of spectral subtraction are two critical points in the technique [I]. The cepstral equalization is a method to match the cepstral distributions oftest speech and of training data. In the category of cepstral equalization, cepstral mean normalization (CMN) could be the most popular one for its simplicity and effectively.
Besides of the CMN, a cepstral distribution normalization with the 2"d order statistics of the cepstral feature was proposed as well [Z]. Recently, a histogam based equalization method was developed to map the cepstral coefficients of test speech into the same distribution domain of the training data
FEATURE UNDER NOISE EFFECT
The delta parameters of the log converted energy, which are the approximations of the time derivatives, can be defined by [71 where E,[I] is the segmental energy of received signal x at frame I , superscript I means a log conversion, L is the extent range from current frame and constant
speech feature in [SI, the energy derived features suchas the delta and the deltadelta log energies are the critical parmeters in terms of recognition accuracy. However. the energy features are also distorted by the noise and degrade their ability for pattem classification. It has been shown in [61 that the recognition rate of inxar speech can be improved Therefore, the first order time derivative of the noisy speech can be expressed by
The above shows that the magnitude of the time derivative of log energy will become smaller under the noise effect. This effect produces a mismatch between the test speech and the training data so that the classification accuracy of noisy speech is degraded.
ENERGY CONTOUR ENHANCEMENT
To reduce the distortion in the energy feature, an intuitive method is to remove the noise energy from the energy contour before the feature extraction. In this study, we propose two methods to perform the noise energy removal as follows.
Estimate noise energy from speech inactive period
Assume that the noise energy does not change seriously during the period of the received signal. Thus, the noise energy within noisy speech can be properly estimated by the noise energy 
3.2.Estimate noise energy with dynamic range
A dynamic range of speech energy is defined by According to equation (4) . the ratio for the noisy speech will be max(EJt1)
< r x .
(IO)
Therefore, if the dynamic range of clean speech, rr, is given, the noise energy can be computed by
In practice, it could not be easy to estimate the exact rx from the received noisy speech. However, a reasonable value of rx could be set according to the training data of clean speech. In our experiments, the distribution of dynamic range ratio of the training data is investigated and the mostly occurred value i x is taken as the rr in equation ( I 1) to estimate the noise energy in a test utterance. In fact, as shown in the experimental result, the setting of < is not so sensitive in terms of the recognition accuracy. Equation ( 
(13) There are two benefits obtained from the method of using dynamic range. At first, it does not need an accurate speecNnon speech indicator to estimate the noise energy. The second, the noise energy estimated from within the noisy speech may produce smaller error than that obtained from the outside ofthe speech period.
EXPERIMENTS ON NOISY SPEECH RECOGNITION

4.1.Experimental setting for TI Digits recognition
A connected digit recognition using the TIDigits database was conducted to evaluate the proposed methods. The speech recognizer was a one-stage decoder using continuous density hidden Markov models (HMMs). The speech models were obtained from the training part ofthe TIDigits database, which was collected from 55 males and 55 females through a desktop microphone in a quiet room. Each digit was expressed with a word model, which was consisted of 12 left-to-right states. The observation function of each speech state was a mixture of 4 Gaussian densities, while the mixture number was 16 for the silence state. The test part of the TIDigits database was equally divided into four subsets. Each subset was combined with one type of noise in signal-tenoise ratio of ZOdB, 15dB.
IOdB, 5dB, and OdB. Three types of noise, Gaussian white noise, babble, and factory noise, were selected from the NOISEX 92, and one incar noise, denoted by Civic, was selected from the " I T A T database 181. The i n c a r noise was collected within a car, which was cruising on a highway in high speed with closed windows. The speech signal was sampled in 8KHz and segmented into frames for feature extraction. The frame length was 30111s. with a shift rate of 50%. The speech features consisted of 26 components; 12 mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCCs), 12 delta MFCCs, one delta log energy, and one delta-delta log energy.
In the MFCC extraction, a 24-filler bank w s applied tobandpass filter the magnitude spectrum of input signal [9] . The cepstrum mean normalization (CMN) was applied to the MFCCs. The log converted energy of speech signal was computed by the scaled CO, EDR I 70.5 where S,,[i] is' thespectral magnitude in the i-th band pass filter at frame t. In this case, E,[rl will correspond lo the geometric average of spectral magnitude of a frame. The delta MFCCs and delta log energy were computed across 5 frames, i.e., k 2 in equation (I).
The experiment without any enhancement applied on the speech features was referred to as the baseline. The experiment with the method using the energy obtained from the background noise is denoted by EBN, in which the subtraction factors a and p were set to 0.95 and 0.05, respectively. The method using the dynamic range to estimate the noise energy was denoted by EDR In our experiments, the dynamic range of embedded speech in each noisy signal was assumed to be a mostly occurred one in the training data. The occurrence probability of dynamic range for each utterance in the training data was depicted to find the one with most occurrence. As shown in Fig. I , we can see that the mostly occurred one is around 700, and which value was assigned to the experiments of EDR. To demonstrate the effect of the energy enhancement by using EDR and EBN, the log energy contour of noisy speech and its enhanced versions were compared in Fig. 2 .
Besides of the methods EBN and EDR, an experiment using noise spectrum subtraction (NSS) to enhance the energy extraction was conducted for comparison. The spectral subtraction was performed in the stage of sub-band filter of the MFCC extraction. The noise spectrum was computed by the spectral average of sub-hand filter from the speech inactive period. Equation (8) 
Experimental results and discussions
The performance resulted from different enhancement schemes were demonstrated in Table 1 with the average of recognition accuracy and relative improving rates. The detailed experimental results for different noisy conditions are given in Table 2 as well. In the first part of the experiment, the spectral features of speech signal were not enhanced by any scheme. In this case, applying EBN and EDR to enhance the energy feature can produce a relative improvement of 13.4% and 10.4%, respectively.
,. In the second part, the test utterances were enhanced by the NSS in the feature extraction of MFCC. The experiments with energy feature extracted from the original signal and from the NSS enhanced one, denoted by E-NSS and NSS-E, were . .. compared. As shown in Table I , NSS-E can produce a further improving rate of 3.4 % with respect to the E-NSS. Applying EBN and EDR methods to enhance the energy feature of E-NSS, denoted by EBN-NSS and EDR-NSS, can produce further improving rates of 10.4 % and 8%. respectively. Again, we apply EBN and EDR methods to enhance the NSS-E.
denoted by NSS-EBN and NSS-EDR, and obtain further improving rates of 6.8% and 6.58, respectively.
According to the results, we can see that either EBN or EDR is able to provide an additional improvement when it is jointly applied with the spectral subtraction. The spectral subtraction method can improve the recognition rate significantly, but the energy feature extracted from the enhanced spectrum can not provide an equal effect as the EBN or EDR does. Since the noise/speech boundary is definitely determined in the experiments, the noise energy estimation in EBN is accurate so that the performance of EBN can outperform EDR. However, in practical applications. the noise energy estimation from speech inactive period may not be so exactly because of the inaccurate boundary decision.
' .
CONCLUSION
It is shown that the absolute value of delta log energy and the dynamic range of energy contour will become smaller when the speech signal is corrupted with an additive noise. To reduce the distortion of energy feature, we can perform a noise energy removal before the feature extraction. In this work, we can see that the proposed energy enhancement schemes outperform the energy extraction from the enhanced spectra.
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